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Additional Material:

1. Description of the Hashtable class

2. Description of the Thread class
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1. (a) What are wrapper classes in Java and what are they used for? (5)

(b) Write an implementation of a wrapper class Character which has
the following constructor:

public Character(char c)

which creates a wrapper object for the character c, and a method

public char charValue()

which returns the character value of the wrapper. (10)

(c) Using your Character class, write a class called CharacterTable

which stores pairs (character description, character), for example,
(”ISO-LATIN-1 w”, ’\u00FC’) in a hashtable. The first element
of the pair is the key and the second element the value.

The Hashtable class API description is enclosed. The CharacterTable
class should have methods

public void store(String description, char c)

which puts the pair in the hashtable, and

public char retrieve(String description)

which returns the character stored with this description. (10)
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2. (a) Write a class called Pet to store information about animals in a
veterinary practice. The Pet objects have a name, age, registra-
tion number and owner fields. The class should have a construc-
tor Pet(String name, int age, String owner) which sets the
corresponding fields. The registration number field should be set
automatically by remembering at the class level how many Pet

objects have been created so far and assigning the registration
numbers in order: first Pet object gets registration number 1, sec-
ond Pet object gets registration number 2 etc. Pet objects should
also have a public void printData() method which prints the
Pet’s name, age, owner and registration number, e.g.

Pet Rover

3 year(s) old

Owner Mr Jones

Registration number 5
(15)

(b) Write a class Dog which extends Pet. Dogs have an additional
field
protected boolean guideDog

which has value true if the dog is a guide dog. The Dog con-
structor should set this field in addition to the other fields. The
printData() method should append ”Guide dog” at the end of
the other information it outputs if guideDog field has value true.
Apart from that the Dog objects should behave in the same way
as other Pets and should get registration numbers along with the
other Pets. (10)
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3. (a) What is a thread in Java? (5)

(b) Describe two ways to create threads in Java. (5)

(c) Write a class Incrementer whose instances are processes which
every 10 seconds call a public static method called increment()

of a class Counter. The Thread class API description is enclosed.
(10)

(d) Suppose that increment() increments the value of some static
variable count in the class Counter. With several Incrementer
processes running simultaneously, is there a race hazard and if so
how can it be prevented? (5)
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4. (a) Write a constructor for the following class, which initialises all the
instance fields. (5)

class Student01 {

public static int startYear = 2001;

private String name;

private String userName;

...

}

(b) Override the Object’s method

public boolean equals(Object o)

for the Student01 class so that it returns true if the current object
has the same values of the instance fields as o, and false otherwise.

(5)

(c) Override the Object’s method

public Object clone()

for the Student01 class so that it returns a ‘deep copy’ with all
the instance fields having the same value (not the same reference)
as in the current object. (5)

(d) What will be printed if we add the following main() method to
the Student01 class (assume that the constructor is written and
everything compiles and runs OK): (5)

Student01 adam = new Student01("Adam", "xxx01u");

Student01 chloe = new Student01("Chloe", "yyy01u");

adam.startYear = 2000;

System.out.println(chloe.startYear);

(e) What would happen when compiling the main() method above if
startYear was declared public static final? Explain why. (5)
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5. Consider the following two simple classes:

class Rectangle{

private double width;

private double height;

public Rectangle(double x, double y){

this.width = x;

this.height = y;

}

public double surface(){

return width * height;

}

}

class Square extends Rectangle{

public Square(double x){

super(x,x);

}

}

(a) Would the following line cause a compiler or runtime error (as-
suming the rest of the code is fine)? If yes, specify what kind of
error and how can it be fixed. (5)

Rectangle r = new Square(4.0);

(b) Would the following line cause a compiler or runtime error (as-
suming the rest of the code is fine)? If yes, specify what kind of
error and how can it be fixed. (5)

Square s = new Rectangle(4.0, 4.0);

Question continued overleaf
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(c) Can a method in the Square class access width and height fields?
Explain why. (5)

(d) Would any of the following lines cause a compiler or runtime error
(assuming the rest of the code is fine)? If yes, specify what kind
of error and how can it be fixed. (5)

Square s = new Square(4.0);

double surface = s.surface();

(e) What is multiple inheritance? Briefly explain advantages and dis-
advantages of multiple inheritance. Is there multiple inheritance
in Java? (5)

6. (a) The following piece of code throws a NullPointerException. Ex-
plain which line, why is the exception thrown and how this can
be fixed. (5)

String[] arr = new String[3];

arr[0] = "hello";

arr[1] = "world";

for (int i = 0; i < arr.length; i++){

System.out.println(arr[i].length());

}

(b) The following piece of code throws an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException.
Explain why and how this can be fixed (so that the code checks if
the array is sorted in ascending order of string length). (5)

for (int i = 0; i < arr.length; i++){

if (arr[i].length() > arr[i+1].length()) {

System.out.println("Array is not sorted");

}

}

Question continued overleaf
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(c) The JEditorKit class is abstract. It has a constructor JEditorKit().
The following line causes a compiler error, explain what kind of
error and why. (5)

JEditorKit j = new JEditorKit();

(d) The following code:

import java.io.*;

class Test{

public static void main(String[] args){

BufferedReader in =

new BufferedReader(new FileReader("test"));

System.out.println(in.readLine());

}

}

generates two compiler errors:

Test.java:8: unreported exception java.io.FileNotFoundException;

must be caught or declared to be thrown

BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new FileReader("test"));

^

Test.java:9: unreported exception java.io.IOException;

must be caught or declared to be thrown

System.out.println(in.readLine());

^

2 errors

Rewrite the Test class so that both exceptions are caught and
handled in the main(). If FileNotFoundException is thrown the
main() should print to the screen ”File not found”. If IOException
is thrown the main() should print ”Error reading from a file”. (10)
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